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Abstract
After the Taiwan presidential election in January 2016, the Taiwanese region
welcomed a new political party rotation, and after the KMP's ruling for eight years,
the DPP returned to its ruling position. Candidate Tsai Ying-wen was elected as
the new Taiwan leader. May 20, 2016, Tsai Ying-wen officially appointed
"president". In the same year on August 26, at the time of Tsai Ying-wen's ruling
time, a number of opinion polls and media in the island of Taiwan conducted
public opinion polls on the first quarter of Tsai Ying-wen's administration.
In this paper, all the reports from August to September were selected as the
research object of Tsai Ying-wen's 100-day ruling satisfaction statistics published
by the "United Daily News" "Liberty Times", "China Times" and "Apple Daily"
Research papers, through content analysis and text analysis of the combination
of research methods, trying to analyze whether the mainstream media in Taiwan
can accurately achieve the "public opinion" of the description and reproduction,
whether the report of Tseng Ying-wen and the DPP in the early days of the ruling
and political orientation and attitude tend to meet our existing universal
understanding.
The study found that, in terms of the current policy of the four-day ruling polls, the
four newspapers in the polls for the "public opinion" are presented through the
subjective and favorable choice of the border of the "media real", the polls report
are mostly using results on the selective reference to meet their positions in
several dimensions, the larger space will be extended to the contents of the
comments and the main aspects of the interview, to resolve or answer poll results
In the unfavorable problems. "United Daily News" and "Liberty Times" both give
the highest degree of attention,  the attitude tend to show a clear opposition













This time there is a good attitude to  Tsai Ying-wen government. "Apple Daily" to
give the lowest degree of concern, to maintain its business style. On the issue of
cross-strait relations, "United Daily News" and "Liberty Times" have shown a clear
critical attitude towards  Tsai Ying-wen's government, but the difference is that
"United Daily News" thinks Tsai's cross-strait policy is the main reason for
Taiwan's current economic difficulties, Stalemate can not bring any of the benefits
of Taiwan, and "Liberty Times" thinkTsai Ying-wen’s "maintain the status "
statement is an ambiguous state of the mainland, do not meet the "Taiwan
independence" forces expectations.
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